
Primary 5
Suggested Home Learning Activities

For the adults: Please note that the below activities are only suggestions of things you can use to
help consolidate your child’s learning from the session so far should you wish. Additionally, there are
supporting materials prepared and available on Education City and can be found in the ‘My Classwork’
section.

There is no substitute for spending time together as a family at this time and I would urge you to
make this as big a priority as possible as, not only will it be great for your child’s mental and
emotional health and wellbeing, but they will also learn a range of skills for life.

For the children:

LITERACY & ENGLISH
Reading- Read as much as possible from a range of genres and sources such as books, online articles
and newspapers but ask an adult to check they are appropriate first. Have your parents read to you
as well- this a great way to relax and unwind! Use your reading strategies (visualisation, prior
knowledge, main ideas, inference, metalinguistics and summarising) to explore your book further. You
could even be the teacher and show these off at home.
Writing- Write about whatever you want as often as you like. Ideas from genres we’ve already
covered, include:
• Narrative (Storywriting)- Use your imagination and skills to create characters and different

plots. Remember every story is like a mountain with a problem(s) and solution(s).
• Recount- You could write recounts about your time off, although this may be boring ☺, or about

times you remember from the past such as a special day.
• Information (Report)- Pick something you know a lot about and write a report on it. Remember

each section has a subheading. Alternatively, become a journalist and write a newspaper report on
an event even if you need to make one up. Maybe an alien landed at school one day (and I don’t
mean Mr Johnston)?

• Persuasive- Try to persuade someone to do something by getting them to agree with your point of
view! Remember to use strong vocabulary to put across your opinion and to have reasons an
explanations for each one. OREO planning always works well- Opinion, Reason, Explanation, Overall
opinion. Why don’t you persuade your parents to increase/decrease the amount of school work
you’re doing everyday!

Spelling- revise all spelling words which have been taught so far. They should be in your spelling
jotter and you can use any of our regular strategies and approaches to revisit them (diacritical
marking, elkonin boxes, pyramid spelling, etc).
Listening & Talking- This is the easiest one- you guys love to talk! Share your thoughts and feelings
with an adult or with a friend via Facetime or similar. Remember the things that make a good listener
such as eye contact, positive body language and no fidgeting!

FRENCH
For French, or any other language you fancy learning, I highly recommend Duolingo which is an app
that can be downloaded for free for all devices. Aside from that, simply practicing basic greetings
and responses such as ‘bonjour’ and ‘ca va’ and numbers, weather, colours and days/months would be a
good place to start. Google translate can also be something that you, or your parents, can use to help
and check your skills.

Please see page 2 for Numeracy and Health and Wellbeing suggestions.
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NUMERACY & MATHEMATICS
There has been a strong focus throughout the session on you working at a level which is right for you
in terms of challenge and it’s a good idea to continue that now. Here are some ideas of concepts
which you might wish to go over with numbers which are the right size to give you a good challenge:
• Number sequences- Revise numbers to 100/1000/10,000/100,000/1,000,000….
• Place Value- Compare numbers of different sizes. Think about what each digit in a number is

worth. E.g which is bigger 23,476 or 23,746? How much is the 4 worth in either of these
numbers?

• Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division- Think of all your numbertalks strategies and
other approaches we have learned! Do what we do in class for our morning challenges except,
instead of me, give yourself questions and see how many strategies you can think of to solve them.
When doing this, use numbers of any size you like and mix things up. Why don’t you teach your
parents and others the strategies we use- they will definitely be as impressed as I am every day
we do them! Play some of our games with an adult too. Who will win? Dastardly Dad or Magnificent
Mum! Please, if nothing else, use this time to learn your times tables and make sure they are
perfect!

• Fractions- Make cakes or pizzas and split them up into some fractions. Remember denominator
(total amount of pieces) is down low and numerator is on top. Get greedy and make enough
cakes/pizzas to show off your improper fractions and mixed number knowledge. Remember we did
it with pancakes?

• Maths Is Everywhere- Numeracy & Mathematics is all around us everyday. Practise telling the
time and durations by asking your parents when dinner is ready or how long until the school day is
over. When out the house for some exercise, what shapes can you see? Can you describe them?
Make graphs (although, lets face it, we have all seen enough of them recently!) and practise giving
and receiving different amounts of money. You could even help with a budget for the shopping this
week- remember to include plenty toilet roll!

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
This is the most important one of all at the moment! Please spend quality time with your family and,
using things like Facetime and other apps, your friends. Play games with them and see this as an
opportunity to just talk to them. We have been looking a lot at emotions recently and we all know
that everyone feels different emotions at different times. That is totally normal, and now more than
ever, the best thing to do is to talk to other people you trust about how you feel and don’t bottle
anything up. We will all get bored, frustrated, angry, worried and sad but the trick is never to feel
that it is only you experiencing them. Play games and discuss these with your family. Thinking about
how exercise makes you feel better emotionally as well as physically, do it together using Jumpstart
Johnny or The Body Coach (both live on Youtube everyday). Above all else, just take care of
yourselves!

If you want to ask me any questions, send me any work or just tell me something, you can email me.
My address is gw11cooperstuart2@glow.sch.uk. See you soon Room 9! ☺
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